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I. WITNESS INTRODUCTION 6 

Q1. Please state your name and business address. 7 

A. My name is Rich Kerckhove and my address is 727 Craig Road, St. Louis, 8 

Missouri 63141. 9 

Q2. Are you the same Rich Kerckhove who previously filed testimony in this 10 

proceeding? 11 

A. Yes I am. 12 

II. PURPOSE OF REBUTTAL TESTIMONY 13 

Q3. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony? 14 

A. The purpose of my rebuttal testimony is to respond to recommendations 15 

regarding operating income, rate base, interest synchronization, gross revenue 16 

conversion factor, utility plant-in-service, cash working capital, and deferred 17 

charges, by Staff witness Mr. Daniel Kahle.  I also respond to Staff witness 18 

Boggs’ conclusions on the switch of Champaign and Lincoln to bi-monthly billing. 19 

Q4. Have you prepared exhibits showing your adjustments to Staff’s 20 

proposals? 21 

A. Yes.  IAWC Exhibit 6.01 shows the Company’s Statement of Operating Income 22 

with Adjustments (from Staff Pro Forma Present as shown on ICC Staff Exhibit 23 

1.0, Schedule 1.1) and IAWC Exhibit 6.02 shows adjustments to Staff’s proposed 24 

operating income statement for each item where the Comp[any either opposes a 25 

Staff adjustment or proposes a change to Staff’s position in the rebuttal testimony 26 
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of an IAWC witness, to arrive at the Company’s position at present and proposed 27 

rates.  IAWC Exhibit 6.03 similarly shows the Company’s Rate Base and IAWC 28 

Exhibit 6.04 shows adjustments to Staff’s proposed rate base.  IAWC Exhibits 29 

6.02 and 6.04 reference (by exhibit number) where each adjustment to the 30 

income statement and rate base proposed by Staff is addressed.  A revised 31 

capital structure is provided as IAWC Exhibit 4.02 to Mr. Rungren’s testimony. 32 

Q5. Do your Exhibits 6.01R1 through 6.04R1 include adjustments related to 33 

recommendations made by intervenors in this case? 34 

A. Yes.  For clarity and administrative efficiency, Exhibits 6.01R1 through 6.04R1 35 

reflect both Staff adjustments and certain adjustments proposed by the 36 

intervenors that IAWC is accepting in part.  IAWC’s responses to intervenors’ 37 

proposed adjustments will be discussed in the portion of IAWC’s rebuttal 38 

testimony filed on October 23, 2009. 39 

III. RESPONSE TO STAFF WITNESS KAHLE 40 

Q6. Have you reviewed Mr. Kahle's testimony? 41 

A. Yes. 42 

Q7. Have you reviewed Mr. Kahle's Interest Synchronization adjustments, at 43 

page 6 and Schedule 1.5 of his testimony? 44 

A. Yes. 45 

Q8. Do you agree with his adjustments? 46 

A. While I agree that an adjustment should be made for Interest Synchronization 47 

and I agree with the methodology proposed by Mr. Kahle, I do not agree with his 48 

proposal to the extent that the amount is affected by differences between the 49 

Company’s rate base or capital structure and the Staff-proposed level of rate 50 
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base or capital structure.  IAWC Exhibit 6.05R1 reflects a proposed Interest 51 

Synchronization adjustment consistent with the rate base and capital structure 52 

proposed by the Company.  I recommend that Interest Synchronization 53 

adjustments be coordinated with the ultimate rate base and capital structure 54 

adopted by the Commission in this proceeding. 55 

Q9. Have you reviewed Staff’s proposed Gross Revenue Conversion Factor, at 56 

pages 6-7 and Schedule 1.6 of Mr. Kahle’s testimony? 57 

A. Yes. 58 

Q10. Does IAWC contest Staff’s proposed Gross Revenue Conversion Factor? 59 

A. No.  The Staff and the Company-proposed GRCF are identical. 60 

Q11. Mr. Kahle, at pages 7-8 of his testimony, recommends that the Commission 61 

conclude and make a finding in its Order in this proceeding that IAWC’s 62 

December 31, 2008 plant balance reflected on Company Schedule B-5 63 

Second Revised, p. 3 of 24, is approved for purposes of an original cost 64 

determination, subject to any adjustments ordered by the Commission in 65 

this proceeding.  Does IAWC oppose that recommendation? 66 

A.  No. 67 

Q12. Have you reviewed Mr. Kahle's Utility Plant-in-Service Adjustment, set forth 68 

at pages 8-10 and Schedule 1.7 of his testimony? 69 

A. Yes.  Mr. Kahle proposes adjustments to reduce the Company’s additions to 70 

plant in service for the years ending December 31, 2009, and December 31, 71 

2010, based on a ratio of the Company’s history of actual capital spending 72 
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compared to planned capital spending for the combined years 2006, 2007, and 73 

2008. 74 

Q13. Does the Company accept his adjustment? 75 

A. Yes.  For the purpose of this rate case, the Company accepts Mr. Kahle’s 76 

percentage adjustment to plant in service.  However, I do not agree entirely with 77 

certain aspects of the application of his adjustment to the Company’s test year 78 

plant in service.  In applying his adjustment, Mr. Kahle has not reduced the 79 

amount of customer advances (which are deducted from rate base) by the same 80 

percentage that he is reducing gross plant in service additions.  I propose that 81 

the ratio of the Company’s history of actual capital spending compared to 82 

planned capital spending that Mr. Kahle develops also be applied to the level of 83 

test year customer advances.  In addition, while Mr. Kahle makes a high-level 84 

adjustment to utility plant in service, I have applied Mr. Kahle’s Average Planned 85 

Capital Expenditures Expended rate of 94.34% to each of the Company’s 86 

forecasted additions (and resulting retirements).  As a result, my utility plant in 87 

service differs from that proposed by Mr. Kahle.  My proposed adjustment to 88 

utility plant in service, utilizing Staff’s proposed 94.34% adjustment but reflecting 89 

the changes above, is shown on IAWC Exhibit 6.06R1.   90 

Q14. Have you reviewed Mr. Kahle’s proposed adjustments to depreciation 91 

expense, accumulated depreciation and accumulated deferred federal and 92 

state income taxes in Schedule 1.7 of his testimony? 93 

A. Yes. 94 

Q15. Do you agree with his adjustments? 95 
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A. Yes, with certain corrections.  While the Company generally accepts Mr. Kahle’s 96 

adjustments for the above referenced items for this rate proceeding, I am 97 

proposing to correct Mr. Kahle’s adjustment to the reserve for depreciation.  For 98 

all rates areas except Zone 1, Mr. Kahle increased the reserve for depreciation in 99 

tandem with his adjustment to reduce plant additions, instead of decreasing it.  100 

As a result, the reserve for depreciation sponsored by Mr. Kahle on his rate base 101 

Schedules 1.3 does not match his calculation of the reserve on his Schedules 1.7 102 

and is incorrect.  As a result of my application of Mr. Kahle’s Average Planned 103 

Capital Expenditures Expended rate of 94.34% to plant in service, the reserve for 104 

depreciation is also revised for retirements, removal, salvage, and depreciation 105 

expense associated with each forecasted 2009 and 2010 plant addition.  I also 106 

am correcting Mr. Kahle’s adjustment to accumulated deferred income taxes 107 

related to the resulting difference between book and tax depreciation arising from 108 

my line item application, discussed above, of Mr. Kahle’s Average Planned 109 

Capital Expenditures Expended rate.  Mr. Kahle had simply applied a ratio of 110 

average plant in service to end of the year plant in service to the total deferred 111 

income taxes, some of which are not related to the difference between book and 112 

tax depreciation.  For certain income taxes that are not related to the difference 113 

between book and tax depreciation, it is not appropriate to apply a ratio of 114 

average plant in service to end of the year plant in service to the tax amounts 115 

because the taxes are not plant-related (examples include tank painting,  116 

customer advances, accrued pension and OPEB, deferred compensation, bond 117 

issuance cost, UPAA, goodwill, deferred rate proceedings). 118 
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Q16. Have you reviewed Mr. Kahle's Cash Working Capital Adjustment at pages 119 

11-12 and Schedule 1.8 of his testimony? 120 

A. Yes. 121 

Q17. Do you agree with his adjustments at page 11 and Schedule 1.8 of his 122 

testimony to reflect Staff’s proposed changes to the accounts included 123 

within the working capital calculation? 124 

A. I believe that the cash working capital calculation should reflect the values in the 125 

accounts included within the working capital calculation that are included in the 126 

revenue requirement provided in the final order in this proceeding. 127 

Q18. Do you agree with his adjustments at page 11 and Schedule 1.8 of his 128 

testimony to lead days for chemical expenses? 129 

A. Yes. 130 

Q19. Do you agree with his adjustments at page 12 and Schedule 1.8 of his 131 

testimony to lead days for waste disposal expenses? 132 

A. Yes. 133 

Q20. Have you reviewed Mr. Kahle’s proposed adjustment to Deferred Tank 134 

Painting Charges and Amortization Expense at pages 12-14 and Schedule 135 

1.9 of his testimony? 136 

A. Yes. 137 

Q21. Does the Company accept his adjustments? 138 

A. The Company accepts Mr. Kahle’s adjustment to deferred tank painting charges 139 

with certain modifications.  Similar to the adjustment to plant in service, I applied 140 

Mr. Kahle’s Actual Additions as a Percentage of Planned Additions of 81.84% to 141 
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each of the planned tank paintings for 2009 and 2010.  In addition, I recalculated 142 

the amortization, reflecting the reduction in proposed tank painting proposed by 143 

Mr. Kahle.  My calculation results in lower current and test year amortizations 144 

than Mr. Kahle’s determination.  Mr. Kahle’s calculation of tank painting 145 

amortization also incorrectly assumes that two years of tank painting will be 146 

completed in the current year (2009).  Mr. Kahle combined two years of his 147 

proposed additions (2009 and 2010) to calculate 2009 amortization and 2010 148 

amortization, essentially doubling his amortization related to his proposed 149 

additions, and overstating the amortization for 2009 and 2010.  Finally, I 150 

recalculated the deferred income taxes associated with tank painting.  Mr. Kahle 151 

only calculated deferred income taxes on his incorrect adjustment to the test year 152 

amortization, ignoring both the current year amortization and the reduction in the 153 

amount of tanks that are to be painted.   154 

IV. RESPONSE TO STAFF WITNESS BOGGS 155 

Q22. What does Mr. Boggs conclude about bi-monthly billing in Champaign and 156 

Lincoln? 157 

A. He recommends that the Company’s proposal to move Champaign and Lincoln 158 

to monthly billing be approved. 159 

Q23. Do you agree with this recommendation? 160 

A. Yes. 161 

Q24. Mr. Boggs, at page 30 of his testimony, recommends that IAWC’s tariff 162 

Sheet No. 11, Section 15, Terms and Conditions of Billing and Payment, 163 

letter C be modified as follows:  164 
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“Bills for General Water Service by meter measurement 165 
shall be rendered and payable monthly, except bills in 166 
the Champaign and Lincoln Districts may be bi-167 
monthly.” 168 

 169 
Q25. Do you agree with that recommendation?   170 

A. Yes. 171 

Q26. Mr. Boggs, at page 30 of his testimony, further recommends that IAWC be 172 

required to file the related changes to the billing interval in its compliance 173 

filing for the Rules and Regulations section of  Tariff sheet No. 23.  Do you 174 

agree with that recommendation? 175 

A. Yes. 176 

Q27. Does this conclude this portion of your rebuttal testimony? 177 

A. Yes, it does.  I will file additional rebuttal to interveners in this case in accordance 178 

with the modified case schedule. 179 

 180 
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